Review of
NZMF Milford Sound & FTX Region NZSI
Created by ORBX Systems

Milford Sound Airport is a small public airport located in Milford Sound on the South Island of
New Zealand in the region New Zealand’s Fiord land. The airport is operated by the Ministry of
transport and is actually a very busy airport in terms of aviation operations which primarily are
tourists and flight seeing enthusiasts.
The airport was built back in 1952 to expand the tourism into Milford Sound. It features one
asphalt runway 11/29 with a total length of 2,565 ft. The elevation is 10 ft AMSL and the airport was
designated NZMF as ICAO code and MFN as IATA code. The airport is home to several single
engine props and helicopter which are mostly used for flight seeing.

Specs:








Name Milford Sound
Airport type Public
Operator Ministry of Transport
ICAO NZMF
IATA MFN
Elevation 10 ft AMSL
Runway 1x
o 11/29 Asphalt 2,565 ft

I received this add-on scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went as usually with
an okay download speed and without any problems. The file is a fair size file when talking about
airport sceneries (703Mb) so the download did take some time.
Together with this Milford Sound scenery I also downloaded the FTX region for the South Island
of New Zealand – NZSI. This file was indeed a huge monster file of total 3,03Gb + the update/patch
of 1,01Gb. The download of the FTX region did take a lot of time even though the connection to the
download server is very good.

By combining the FTX region and the airport scenery the visual is now a 100% complete and
integrated scenery. I have not previously flight simmed much in this area of the world so I was
indeed in for a great experience with this gorgeous scenic airport scenery.
After all downloads had finished I started by installing the FTX region and hereafter activating the
region in the FTX Central. The region has to be activated before installing the patch 002 to
eliminate possible error messages in regards to airport elevation files when installing the patch.

The installation of both the FTX region and the patch was very simple – all I had to do was to
activate the installation wizard and the installation wizard took care of the rest for me. It took
about 15 minutes to install both the FTX region and the patch and now I was ready to install the
Milford Sound scenery which I was very excited to try out.
During the installation of the region and actually also Milford Sound I could see that ORBX again
had created the region and the scenery for both FSX and P3D – this is superb and indeed a great
service for the flight simmer since I here received two versions for the price of just one.
Installing the Milford Sound scenery was like installing other sceneries from ORBX – just activate
the installation wizard which by the way is very user friendly and within a few minutes the scenery
is installed and ready for use. No need to activate the scenery manually in your FSX scenery library,
this is done automatically.
When installing the Milford Sound scenery you of course also receive the NZMF control panel
which is placed on the desktop. By using the control panel the simmer is now able to customize the
scenery on various levels by selecting/de-selecting various input settings and hereby supporting the
computers performance the best way. Below here you can see some of the settings in the control
panel, this just to get an idea on which level the simmer has the possibility to customize. There are
a lot of selection possibilities and I think that is a superb idea to include in a scenery.



Together with the control panel there are also included a user guide for both the Milford Sound
scenery and the FTX region NZSI. The user guide for the FTX region is actually a three part user
guide where part number one is the actual user guide containing information about how to install,
compatibility, an explanation of the FTX Central, recommended settings, FTX Day & Night
modes, 3D lighting, Technical support, community forum etc.
Part two and three is specific instruction for installing service pack one SP1 and service pack two
SP2. Here the simmer e.g. get the information that the FTX region “Oceania” has to be enabled to
avoid error messages regarding airport elevation adjustment files as I previously wrote.
After the installation was completed for both the FTX region and the Milford Sound scenery I
opened up my FSX and setup a flight from Milford Sound. It didn’t take much time for FSX to load
the scenery which was nice and when entering this very scenic area of the world I got quite
stunned. This was like a small paradise for flight simmers like me who loves the small airfields
placed at very scenic locations.
The Milford Sound scenery is very well made with a huge number of details in regards to both the
few buildings at the airport but also the surrounding community and the static aircrafts and

helicopters. A small but very good detail is the R44 being maintained where the glass is covered to
probably prevent the cockpit being overheated by the sun, or maybe to prevent oil or other
substances to stick to the glass by accident. Other details is e.g. a mechanic maintaining a small
Cessna aircraft where the mechanic is animated – that is the People Flow, but there are also very
good details of the buildings as e.g. the reflections in the windows and also you can see a picture
perfect driver in one of the busses etc.

The scenery also contains a great many details in form as fences, various airport materials, pallets,
tools, cars, busses, a trailer, boats etc which all contributes to add realism to the scenery. Together
with all this you also have a very comprehensive PeopleFlow where I think almost all people
actually were animated including the dog.
Another thing that I noticed was the nature sounds which I find to be extremely well made and
these sounds really contributed to increase my experience of this scenery. I love it when I make the
preps for engine start and I then can hear the birds singing etc. Actually I also heard the phone
ringing at the main building just before I started up my PA36. That was unexpected but a superb
detail.
The buildings are all very well made and placed perfectly in accordance with their real world
versions. I checked this by using Google-Earth and this result was very close to perfect. The
scenery also contains a high number of static aircrafts and helicopters which again just helps

completing the scenery to a high level of perfection and with a great realism. The atmosphere
created here is most certainly very realistic!

When walking around in the scenery I am stunned every time, both because of the high level of
quality that ORBX Systems has made, but also because ORBX Systems really understand to pick
some extremely scenic locations for their sceneries and then fill the sceneries completely with a
huge number of static materials and their PeopleFlow. I also saw birds flying in the air and also a
butterfly flying close to the high vegetation – again superb details that I have not see from any other
scenery developer.
The apron, the taxiway and the runway are also created beautifully with nice and realistic textures
and also with rough edges as per in real life. The vegetation included is superb and really completes
the overall experience of this airport.
The surrounding scenery is as far as I could check with Google-Earth very close to reality in regards
to buildings and location of buildings, roads and POIs as e.g. the docks for the ferries and the small
marina for the private boats. In the surrounding scenery you will also find VehicleFlow as being
ships and boat traffic but also animated animals that include orcas and dauphins. These animations
can also be switched on/off in the control panel.

This was the complete Milford Sound scenery but it does not end here. Included in this scenery is
actually three sceneries. ORBX Systems has included two small airfields that are good POIs for
flights out of Milford Sound. The first airfield is T004 Quintins Lodge which is located south-west
of Milford Sound and the other airfield is the NZMJ Martins Bay which is located north-east to
Milford Sound at the coastline.

Both additional sceneries are of the same high quality as Milford Sound and features good quality
buildings with many details, good quality textures, great vegetation, nature sounds, PeopleFlow
and at Martins Bay there are even a static aircraft and a helicopter included. These sceneries are
also very scenic and a pleasure to visit when e.g. flying tourist from Milford Sound to these
locations.

All sceneries are 100% integrated with the FTX region and all elevations fit perfectly. In regards to
the FTX region then this is also very well made. It features high quality textures, superb trees, an
upgraded scenery as in regards to e.g. roads and rivers etc and photo real mountain peaks.
According to ORBX Systems everything is handcrafted and this I truly believe because the result is
so overwhelming and really increases the flightsim experience greatly. To support the FTX region
you can download the ORBX Libraries at ORBX website – this is continually updated so remember
to always install the latest version.
When combining both the FTX region and the Milford Sound scenery I had my worries about the
impact it could have on my computers performance, but not to worry – I had absolutely no
problems and I can flightsim with frame rates above 70 even with all settings maxed out on both
FSX and Milford Sound. Unfortunately when I tried to do a video of this very beautiful scenery my
video recording program ate almost all my frames – why I don’t know, but you can see the video on
my YouTube channel with frames around 18-20.

My conclusion for this extremely well made scenery including the 2 additional sceneries and the
FTX region is a perfect 5-Stars rating. The scenery is so comprehensive and filled with detail after
detail and the created atmosphere is incredibly realistic.
The scenery features high quality modeling, great textures, superb details as in e.g. fences, signs,
airport materials, vehicles etc and also a great many static aircrafts and helicopters which the
simmer actually has the possibility to customize in regards to how “dense” this feature should be.
Also included are of course the animated people – the PeopleFlow, which puts various people into
the scenery doing all kind of things as e.g. a mechanic working on an aircraft or helicopter or maybe
a man or woman walking around the main building or sweeping the apron etc. This is really a
feature that is a key to creating a very realistic atmosphere and combining this with nature sounds
and animal animations as birds, butterflies and dogs just increases the realism greatly.
I will of course recommend other simmer to try out this extremely beautiful scenic scenery and I
thank ORBX Systems for again to contribute to the flightsim community with such an excellent
package.
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